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The question posed here is around the national economy and “national reconstruction”,
correctly emphasising the extent to which Britain now has (at least) a “dual economy”: that of
London and the South-East, and that of the rest of the country. I want to add a further layer
of analysis to this, which is that the British economy has become “dual” not only
geographically, but in the distribution of productivity, as conventionally measured. Britain has
some of the most productive firms and industries anywhere in the world, with individual car
plants (for example) being until recently the most productive on the planet. But as is being
increasingly identified, not only has national productivity growth been weak for at least the
last decade, for the great majority of firms it has been near-permanently weak. Britain has a
far longer “tail” of low productivity firms than other, similar countries, alongside far wider gaps
between lower and higher productivity regions than in other developed economies. This
should be taken not only as a direct invite to treat “national” economic questions as, in
reality, far more fragmented; it should also be an opportunity to think through the kind of
economic demands and rhetoric that might fit best to an economy that is clearly no longer
quite functioning as the growth-producing national unit it is presumed to be.

Recent developments have seen attempts to address at least elements of this, here and
elsewhere. There has been much talk of the role of “populism” in the last decade, both as a
political strategy and as a descriptive (and sometimes abusive) term that has been applied to
the movements that have appeared in the wake of the Great Financial Crisis. In Laclau’s
account, and that of his frequent collaborator Chantal Mouffe, the “transversal appeal” of
populism could mean sloughing off the traditional categories of the left (workers, socialism,
capitalists, and so on) in favour of a common language of  alternative oppositions: Podemos
talking about “la Casta” to be opposed by the people; France Insoumise referencing
France’s republican traditions; perhaps Corbyn’s (or Blair’s) “the Many” versus “the Few”.

But there are long (and specifically British) roots to this political style and strategy. In
Rethinking Chartism, Gareth Stedman Jones highlighted the Chartists’ continuing use of a
pre-industrial imagery, inherited from earlier radical movements, were the best indicator of its
political nature: not, as labour historians commonly supposed, as something like the “first
workers’ party” or the very earliest appearance of modern working-class consciousness, but
as a holdout from the artisanal and craft struggles from an earlier period, grafted onto
industrialising Britain.

For Stedman Jones, the claim here is a negative one: that the schematic lines of
development that various historiographies have attempted to describe for British society –
from Marxism to modernisation theories – were at odds with the evidence in front of them:
the “Forward March of Labour”, in this sense, never really got going. In the hands of Ernesto
Laclau, theorist of populism, this negative is turned on its head: that what the Chartist
inherited and made their own was a language of differentiation – of naming an enemy, in
order to forge a movement, in what Laclau sees as the primary feature of a populist
movement. The Chartists, by supporting “the people” and their historic rights against “Old
Corruption” (or some similar formulation) were providing an early example of the same
technique and strategy as, say, Podemos.

It is worth underlining what the Chartists, in Stedman Jones’ account, thought they were up
against: not the exploitative capitalists of the traditional socialist and labour movement



bestiary, but a morass of landlords, sinecurists, minor aristocrats, “stock-jobbers”, and other
of which industrial capitalists were only a small part. Rather than the later, socialist focus on
exploitation and therefore on the system as a problem, the rhetoric of Chartism tended to
see the problem as a corruption of previously pristine or at least workable system. In
economic terms, the problem was seen not as the production of profit, but of its division: a
fight not over the control of productivity, but an argument over rent-seeking.

Traditional left economics

The subsequent development of the socialist and social democratic parties, their associated
labour movements, tended to shift the frame of analysis away from disputes over
rent-seeking, corruption, and shares of the economic pie, to an increasing focus on “growth”
as the primary goal of economic policy. Consistent growth itself, as the revisionist work of
economic historians has shown, tended only to become embedded at a national level (rather
than being a feature of specific sectors and regions) much later than was previously
assumed, in the latter half of the nineteenth century, and consistent rises in working class
living standards – beyond a comparatively privileged layer – only really emerge after this
point. Growth then becomes the pinnacle of economic policy once the tools have been
developed to allow its measurement and, with less accuracy, regulation – primarily the
creation of Gross Domestic Product and the subsequent standardisation of national
accounting, combined with the refinement of Keynes’ General Theory insights. By the
post-WW2 period, all of this combined to produce a seeming “Golden Age” (in Hobsbawm’s
phrase): fast growth, rising living standards, and an expansion of the welfare state.

The politics of the left – and their political economy – followed suit. Anthony Crosland gave
the classic expression in his The Future of Socialism, originally published in 1956 as a
revision to the left’s historic concerns with ownership, citing instead the desirability of
continual growth and progressive taxation. But all shades of the left, and wider political
opinion, adopted versions of this; in the British case, the appearance of consistent growth,
and rising living standards, coincided with what David Edgerton has called the “British
nation”: in effect creating a “Golden Age” that, despite its clear termination no later than the
1970s, the left has never been able to escape the shadow of. Most versions of left politics
today place, generally without even acknowledging it, a rhetoric of growth and a rhetoric of
national success sitting side-by-side.

But this doesn’t match reality, and hasn’t done for some time. The core political promise of
growth has broken down: for Britain, the period since 2008 has seen the complete
detachment of (modest) GDP rises from (any sustained) increase in living standards. For
other developed countries, the breakdown has been more or less pronounced: depending on
the figures used, average hourly pay for male workers in the US has scarcely risen since the
mid-70s. Where living standards have consistently risen, it has been either through the
product of (essentially unrepeatable) expansions of the frontier of production into the vast
labour markets of the East, helping create spectacular reductions in the real cost of
manufactured products; and, domestically, of the creation of vast credit bubbles, the most
spectacular of which burst over 2007-8.

This is, for all developed countries but most especially for Britain, a long way from the
post-war “Keynesian” ideal of nationally organised production matched to nationally
organised consumption in an environment of sustained and broadly-spread growth. It is, in
outline, far closer to the world pre-industrial revolution – a few sustained spots of rapid
productivity growth (for the UK, say pharmaceuticals or automotive) in a sea of low



productivity activities marked by rent-seeking of various forms. Growth overall remains
depressed and, with growth depressed, the problem of rent-seeking – of different groups
attempting to grab bigger shares of the pie – becomes the most pressing political problem.
The scale of corruption that has appeared around obviously failing elements of the British
national economy in the last year is a good indicator of this, and to the extent that growth
does not generalise, the problem is likely to get worse, rather than better.

So if we are thinking today about the “national economy”, it would seem we need to not only
take proper account of Edgertons’s “decline of the British nation” – in the sense that due
recognition must be given to the separate national demands of Wales and Scotland
alongside England, and recognition given to the diversity of experience inside England – but
also to take account of the decline of growth as a salient political factor. The politics that
correspond to a low growth but highly competitive society will come increasingly to resemble
a zero-sum game, much as the populists would see it: from a pie of a fixed size, the disputes
are solely over who gets the biggest slice. This matches the populist formulation given
above, in which different coalitions form over the identification of a shared enemy and joint
struggle against them. These identifications need not always match to some progressive
ideal – quite the opposite: Stedman Jones references the frequent antisemitism of the
pre-industrial radicals. (One weakness of the populist strategy in general is that, if it is the
language used to name enemies that matters more the actual position of those enemies, the
arguments against racism developed by the left – concerning the need for working class
solidarity between different groups because of their fundamental and shared economic
interests – are deprived of their force.) But the process of identification and opposition is
likely to continue in conditions of low growth.

Recovery with covid

It is safest to assume those conditions will continue, and this should inform the political
strategy. We know from last year that releasing lockdown produces a very rapid rebound in
the economy, pushing growth up to record levels – for a period of time. What is not yet clear
is whether this becomes sustained in more “normal” times. Despite some boosterism,
strikingly from senior Bank of England staff, about the role of coivd in removing some of the
blockages to increased investment in technology, and therefore to productivity increases,
there are solid reasons for scepticism. First, the arrival of new technology – particularly the
kinds of data technologies covid has promoted – does not promote productivity increases.
(The “Solow Paradox” remains real.) Second, more specifically, a drift into conditions of
endemic covid – as the epidemiological consensus suggests will happen – implies a long
period with significantly increased and irremovable costs across any part of the economy:
from health and social care systems needing overhaul, to additional checks and tests at
work, to barriers on international trade and (especially) travel, the picture looks like one of
significant, new and generalised costs that would overwhelm any more specific tech-based
productivity gains.

The likely outcomes of covid, then, look mostly like a continuation of what we have already
seen in the last decade: more data, more technology, more state involvement to promote
both (and sustain the economy more generally), but more limited results on the traditional
metrics of economic success – like productivity and growth. This suggests a continuation, in
more straitened circumstances, of the politics of the last decade, with one significant new
innovation: the political salience of labour is higher than it has been for decades, notably
around the question of “key workers” and the valuation of labour and, given the new
constraints on work covid imposes, even some signs that the balance of power has been



shifted in workplaces towards labour – the slight increase in strikes taken, and novel forms of
unionisation, lean in this direction.

In other words, the “dual economy” could, then,  become worsened by the impacts of covid,
with a zone of semi-employed and underemployed labour now being pushed deeper and
further into the economy as a whole. Employment in retail looks set to be hit hard,
accelerating pre-covid tendencies; my own estimates, for the Green New Deal group, based
on a breakdown of work by tasks from the RSA, suggests that covid could lead to around
1.9m long-term job losses, concentrated in industries easiest to automate. This is very close
to the loss in manufacturing jobs in the 1980s, but will be less geographically concentrated.
The Brookings Institute has published similar estimates for the US, suggesting in addition
that “Professional, scientific, and technical services as well as information industries are
slated to grow even faster than in earlier forecasts, while leisure and sales industries are
now expected to grow as much as 10% slower than before.” When Rishi Sunak talks about
“permanent adjustments” and “viable” (versus non-viable) jobs, this is almost certainly what
he has in mind.

A political strategy for national economic recovery, then, should seek to build on these
tendencies: to mobilise those on the wrong side of the dual economy with at least some
section of its winners. It would offer an economic programme centred on the value of specific
work, performed in specific places for specific purposes, rather than on the abstractions of
GDP or productivity; industrial strategy and related interventions based around the need to
sustain valuable work, notably in the care sector; a radical decentralisation of economic
institutions towards the places that work can be performed in – and it is here that, probably
despite design, the Metro Mayors have been amongst the most interesting recent
developments, but we should also include here forms of decentralised collective ownership,
such as worker-owned firms, and support for smaller businesses in the regions and
localities; and a recognition that the increased importance of work itself should include a
recognition of the need to control both how it is performed and when it is performed, with a
UBI, a social share from a sovereign wealth fund, or similar mechanisms for redistribution of
income being established. It should, of course, be noted that much of the activity we might
want to promote – reduced working time, more care work, greater voluntary work,
investment in social data technologies – might not add directly to national GDP, and could
not be justified on this basis.

Rhetorically, and this is perhaps where this is the biggest breach with the recent past should
be made, it would need to look more to the rhetoric and language of the Chartists or the
pre-industrial radicals, rather than the more familiar frames of the modern labour movement.
If the question is “national recovery”, we could look, perhaps, to the Society of National
Regeneration, established in Manchester in 1833 by a coalition of trade unionists and
progressive employers, including Owen and Fielden, to push for the then-unheard of
demand for an eight hour day. We may find that these pioneers – short-lived, as the Society
was – were closer to the political framing demanded today than the historic framing of the
labour movement: a reassertion of labour’s historic claim to the national wealth, rather than
claims on its technical abilities to increase that wealth.


